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D e d m a n C o l l e g e
Building futures
am pleased to present the fall
Dedman College Newsletter. In
this issue you will discover a wonderful collection of stories about
how the college is
helping students and
faculty build futures.
Find out how Richter
and Hamilton undergraduate scholars are
learning to conduct
research in projects
at SMU and overseas.
Peter Moore
Travel with our students to New York and Rwanda as
they explore the human condition.
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See how the Center for Southwest Studies provides an environment for scholars to write prizewinning books. Observe how Professors Thomas Ritz and Alicia
Meurat help asthma patients build
brighter tomorrows by teaching
them improved breathing techniques. Build your own future by
attending a lecture in our Godbey

Unique classes immerse students in learning
nique Dedman College classes include weeklong field trips to New York, Rwanda and the
Netherlands, giving students opportunities to interact with history-makers and negotiate important
issues with students from around the world. They cried with victims of human rights violence
in Rwanda, talked with authors of class readings on immigration in New York and debated global issues
at the World Model United Nations conference in The Hague, Netherlands.

U

World Model UN in The Hague
At the spring 2009 World Model United Nations conference in The Hague, Netherlands, 10 students in
SMU’s Model UN program represented Vatican City. Along with nearly 2,500 students from 53 countries,
they debated and discussed world issues including barriers to free trade and refugees in South Africa.
The SMU delegation prepared for the prestigious weeklong conference during the upper-level political
science course “Special Studies: International Relations,” where they spent months investigating their
assigned city-state and its stance on issues.
“In class, the students developed their negotiation techniques, critical analysis and communications
skills,” says Chelsea Brown, the program’s adviser and postdoctoral teaching fellow in the John Goodwin
Tower Center for Political Studies.
“And in The Hague, where language
barriers and cultural differences were
very real, they did great. They were
a small but active delegation that
gave voice to the Vatican’s views.”
Nicola Muchnikoff, a senior
political science major with minors

Lecture series or through one of
continued on page 2

the talks sponsored by the Human
Rights Education Program.

“We had the opportunity to
tackle some of the world’s
Peter K. Moore

most pressing issues in the city

Interim Dean
Dedman College

where world leaders tackle
Students in the Dedman College class “Special Studies: International Relations”
spent months preparing to represent Vatican City at the 2009 World Model United
Nations conference in The Hague, Netherlands.

issues on a daily basis.”

Unique classes immerse students continued from page 1

“These trips make our students
more aware of what did happen in
this world and what is still happening,
and they prepare them to speak
and write critically and analytically
Photo by Laura Ratliff

about those events.”
– RICK HALPERIN,
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Stuart Palley, junior, shares photos with women at the Women to Women Project in Kigali, Rwanda.
He traveled there as part of the Human Rights Program.

in history and human rights, is president of
the SMU International Relations Council, the
student organization that oversees the Model
UN program. She says her group was honored by its first invitation to participate in the
world conference alongside universities such
as Harvard and Oxford, and has its sights set
on national conferences this fall as well as the
Spring 2010 World Model UN in Taipei.
“We had the opportunity to tackle some of
the world’s most pressing issues in the city
where world leaders tackle issues on a daily
basis,” she says.

to combine my passions for public health
and human rights.”
Villareal was one of several undergraduate students who examined an aspect
of Rwanda’s human rights record for the
upper-level history course. Faculty, staff,
community members and graduate students
also participated in the trip, which was the
human rights program’s second to Rwanda
since 2005.

“These trips are designed to get students
into this world to confront the realities of past
horrific human rights violations,” says
program director Rick Halperin, who also
is leading groups to Poland, the Baltic states
and Japan in 2009-10. “These trips make our
students more aware of what did happen in
this world and what is still happening, and
they prepare them to speak and write critically
and analytically about those events.”

MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE BY



Human Rights Education Program
in Rwanda
During a trip to Rwanda in August with the
Human Rights Education Program, junior
Astrud Villareal visited sites including a refuge
for orphans of the 1994 genocide and homes
where parents had died of AIDS complications.
The biology major, with minors in chemistry, international studies and human rights,
was examining Rwanda’s lack of public
health care and its effects on children as part
of an independent study course in history and
a Richter Research Fellowship. In January
she plans to travel to Australia to compare
her findings with the universal public health
system there.
“In Africa, where there is concern about
AIDS and malnutrition, the government has
stepped in and is providing medicine as
well as education to the people,” she says.
“This research is an amazing opportunity
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A new Dedman College program offers undergraduates the opportunity to conduct research with faculty members.
In photo: Program benefactor Jack Hamilton (center) with Hamilton Scholars (front row) Brian Jacobowski,
Veronika Tkachuk, William Grozinger, Samantha Colletti, (back row) Kathryn Pocklington, Sara Gingrich, Laura
Roberts and Young Hoon Lim. Not pictured: Sarah Baldazo.

A

new Dedman College student research program

medical career,” wrote Laura Roberts in a thank-you

designed to encourage undergraduates to pur-

letter to Jack and Jane Hamilton, benefactors of the

sue graduate school is meeting its goal.

new program.

“All I have learned about the application of chem-

“Describing the research experience throughout

istry to the real world as well as the process of lab-

the interview process helped me get to where I will be

work has aided me in the past year in my pursuit of a

in the fall, Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.”

‘The Immigrant Experience’ in New York
When 15 honors students visited New York
this year, they explored 130-year-old tenement
rooms on the Lower East Side, did an impromptu performance on the Apollo Theater
stage in Harlem and traced family histories
at Ellis Island.
The students toured the city during spring
break 2009 as part of the honors Cultural
Formations course “The Immigrant Experience,” which focused on New York as a city of
immigration throughout America’s history.

Students in the Dedman College class “The Immigrant Experience” traced family histories at
Ellis Island in New York. The class focused on New
York as a landing spot for immigrants throughout
United States history.

“The students saw firsthand what they have
been reading about in class,” says Caroline
Brettell, Dedman Family Distinguished
Professor of Anthropology, who taught the
course. “They experienced the rich and
layered history of the city as well as its hyperdiversity.”
Ashley Michelle Howe, a junior geology and
accounting major, says a highlight was a meeting at the Rockefeller Foundation with authors
the students had read during class. “We
learned a lot just by riding the subway,” she
adds. “Watching all the different ethnicities get
on and off at each stop told us quite a bit
about how people are beginning to interweave
themselves spatially throughout the city.”
SMU’s Richter Research Fellowship program
funded the trip as a way of getting students
outside the traditional curriculum, says David
Doyle, director of the University Honors
Program and assistant dean of Dedman
College. Plans are under way for courses that
will take students to Italy and England in
Spring 2010.

Creative writing students shared their work with
established authors at LitFest for one-on-one
critiques. Guest author Michael Narducci offered
suggestions to senior Shawn White.

NEW LIFE FOR LITFEST

C

reative writing student Ben Painter ’09 jiggled his knee and chewed his ice while

author April Wilder read his short story.
“This is a really impressive story,” she said.
“But continue to work on the dialogue. Take a
playwriting class, that’s a great way to learn to
write dialogue.”
Painter’s critique was part of LitFest, sponsored by the Department of English. He and junior
Josh Duke co-chaired the student writers group
that brought new life to the literary festival last
spring, reviving a 30-year tradition that in the past
brought writers and poets such as Saul Bellow,
John Updike, Cynthia MacDonald and Robert Bly
to SMU.
LitFest 2009 featured individual critiques,
classroom visits, discussions and readings by

L E A R N I N G T O A S K I M P O R TA N T Q U E S T I O N S

visiting authors Scott Blackwood, Melissa
Kirsch, Michael Narducci, April Wilder and

Laura Roberts ’09, a biological sciences major, was

childhood in New Mexico. Her work with Sunday Eiselt,

one of nine inaugural Hamilton Undergraduate Research

assistant professor of anthropology, is part of the SMU-

Scholars. She and Patti Wisian-Neilson, professor

in-Taos childhood archaeology project.

of chemistry, studied the properties of new polymer
phosphazenes.
The Hamilton Scholars program pays stipends to students working with faculty on their research. Faculty
members apply for the funds.
“Undergraduate research is important – through the

“Some of the most shocking images were of sick
children, and the sense of urgency on the mothers’
faces,” she says.
Pocklington is continuing her research this fall in
independent study and plans to pursue anthropology
studies in graduate school.

Hamilton program in particular – because it gives stu-

Jack Hamilton, a member of the Dedman College

dents the opportunity to work closely with faculty mem-

Executive Board, and his wife, Jane, created the pro-

bers on important questions and to develop the kind of

gram at the suggestion of Caroline Brettell when she

close mentor-student relationship that is a privilege and

served as interim dean of Dedman College.

a treat as part of a university education,” says Caroline

“We’re so pleased that we can help undergraduates

Brettell, Dedman Family Distinguished Professor of

become more involved with research and encourage

Anthropology.

them to pursue advanced studies. That’s the whole idea

Student scholars included economics major Brian

of education,” Hamilton says.

Jacobowski ‘08, who studied mergers and acquisitions

“These days we need more independent researchers

with Tom Fomby, professor of economics, and biological

who know how to ask and answer important questions,”

sciences major Sara Gingrich, who studied a new

Brettell says. “Graduate school is the next step on this

method of insulin delivery with Brent Sumerlin, associ-

trajectory. We need students who will pursue advanced

ate professor of chemistry.

degrees and contribute to knowledge that will make the

Kathryn Pocklington, senior anthropology major,

world a better place.”

Tracy Winn.
“The student-author interactions received
universal acclaim from the students,” says David
Haynes, associate professor of English and
director of creative writing. “Students valued
the opportunity to sit down with the writers and
receive individual critiques as well as have conversations about writing careers and graduate
programs.”
Visiting authors also valued the experience.
April Wilder described student writers as “menacingly sophisticated.”
“A little part of me imagined I was receiving
the literary torch from a previous generation of
LitFest luminaries,” said Melissa Kirsch in the
blog Galleycat. “But mostly I loved meeting with
the students, discussing how to get started in
journalism, choose an MFA program, or finesse
the envoi of a sestina.”
Students are planning the next LitFest for
March 2010.
“One of our main goals is to re-establish
LitFest at SMU as one of the premiere literary
festivals in the nation,” Painter says.

used historic WPA photography to study depression-era
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Dedman

around the world

Have ideas, will travel

Junior Rebecca Quinn, President’s Scholar and triple
major in Spanish, French and art history, learned
to read Catalan, a Spanish dialect, for her research
in Barcelona.

Eighteen students in the University Honors Program at Dedman College are
S O LV I N G A P R E H I S T O R I C P U Z Z L E :

conducting research in locations around the world as Richter Scholars. SMU is
one of 12 universities that receive funding from the Paul K. Richter and Evalyn
E. Cook Richter Memorial Funds for independent, international student research.
Here are highlights of their projects:
Adjusting to Spain’s pace
Steve Hader ’09, a finance, Spanish and Latin
American studies major, spent the summer
helping a small business design a website to
enhance its e-commerce presence. He hopes
the research will help him start his own
business in Spain.
Hader did not expect to find the leisurely
pace of Spain’s businesses and society.
“Coming from a hyper-competitive, capitalist society like the United States to a
more laid-back, relationship-oriented society
in Spain slowed the pace of my research,”
he says.

Capturing the fallout
Vivian Costandy, a senior international studies
and English major, investigated the fallout
of the “dirty war” in Argentina resulting from
its 1976 military coup. She met with organizations that work with family members of
the 30,000 activists, students and union
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members who disappeared between 1976
and 1983.
“I’ve learned a lot about the organizations’
histories – how their goals have changed
and evolved, and the obstacles they face
now,” she says.

Who owns the artifacts?
Andrew Coit ’09, a mechanical engineering

major, and Erica Ritz, a sophomore international studies and art history major, traveled
to Greece, Italy, Germany, France, Holland
and Great Britain to explore international art
ownership disputes.
“We frequented countless museums,
nearly all of which are embroiled in repatriation debates,” Ritz says. “We did everything
from reconnaissance work – evaluating
museums’ exhibition and preservation capabilities – to passing out surveys inquiring
why the Parthenon Marbles have not been
returned to Greece.”

S

MU Archaeology Professor David J.
Meltzer this past summer began to help

unravel a prehistoric puzzle that sits at more
than 8,000 feet on a flat-topped mesa near
Gunnison, Colorado.
Meltzer and his graduate student research
group excavated the remains of a house
dating from the end of the Ice Age. They
worked with colleagues at Western State College in Gunnison, who discovered the site
and welcomed the group to join them.
“People back then were highly mobile, so
structures of this great age are rare as hen’s
teeth,” says Meltzer. “But it’s also puzzling.
We’ve come to learn that the houses – and
there may be half a dozen atop this mountain – were occupied in winter. Yet, this is in
one of the coldest places in North America
today, and surely was just as cold 10,400
years ago.”
The average January low temperature atop
Tenderfoot Mountain is - 6.10 Fahrenheit.
To solve the mystery, the scientists are
gathering clues to the climate and environment by digging in caves and taking

Summer stargazing
A cultural experience
Rebecca Quinn, a junior Spanish, French and

art history major, is studying the relationship
between nationalized Catholicism, Catalan
nationalism, and parish church construction
in Barcelona in the 1950s.
As she traveled to Barcelona by train to
begin her research, her French seatmate offered
her first insight to her topic.
“Without the slightest prompting, she told
of her distaste for the Franco regime and the
oppressiveness of nationalized Catholicism,
remarking that when she had arrived in Spain
many decades ago wearing capri pants she
was made aware of her grave offense with a
thrash on the ankles by an elderly Spaniard.
What a perfect segue to my research project.”

D

aniel Reynolds, assistant professor of mathematics, is working with astro-

physics collaborators at the University of California at San Diego to build a
computer model of the “Dark Ages” of the universe, about 400 million
years after its birth. The “Dark Ages” represent a time during which the universe
made a transition from the simple, initial state to its complex structure.
As part of a National Science Foundation project, the team is developing computational models to simulate the phenomenon of “reionization,” a time when the first
stars emitted radiation that altered the surrounding matter, enabling light to pass
through, Reynolds says.
Reynolds helps derive and implement the complex system of equations that must
be solved to indicate how reionization occurred.
The team will test the model on two of the largest
existing National Science Foundation supercomputers, “Ranger” at the University of Texas
at Austin and “Kraken” at the University of
Tennessee and Oak Ridge National Lab. They
plan to present findings at a Texas Cosmology
Network meeting in October.

S M U A N T H R O P O L O G I S T E X C A V AT E S I C E A G E H O M E

David Meltzer

The subject is often a highly controversial one. Meltzer has synthesized the
research on the subject – including his
own – in his latest book, First Peoples in a
New World: Colonizing Ice Age America
(2009, University of California Press).
Meltzer’s storytelling in the 464-page book
is being praised by reviewers for its
“insider’s account, told with a keen eye
and sense of humor” as it “takes readers
behind the scenes” of the complex “scientific puzzle.”
Meltzer, Henderson-Morrison Professor
of Prehistory and chair of anthropology,
earlier this year received one of the highest honors awarded a scientist in the
United States. For his achievements in original scientific

research, he was recently elected a
member of the National Academy of
Sciences.
Meltzer, who received his Ph.D. in
anthropology from the University of
Washington and joined SMU in 1984,
also is director of the QUEST Archaeological Research Program.
QUEST is funded by an endowment
that supports in perpetuity research on the
first Americans – wherever it may lead.
“It’s led us to some fascinating places
and questions and problems, even to
a mountaintop in Colorado,” says Meltzer.
“We’ll be going back there for the
next several summers to try to understand
that puzzle.”

sediment cores
from lakes. They hope
to better understand what
resources people had available.
The topic is a familiar one to Meltzer,
who has for three decades studied the
first Americans.
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Uncovering
Taos culture
ummer research at SMU-in-Taos
proved a watershed for Sunday Eiselt,
assistant professor of anthropology.
This summer Eiselt won the blessing of
Ranchos de Taos residents to proceed with a
multi-year childhood archaeology project
that will draw children K-12 into archaeological
activities, oral history projects,
history education and hands-on
involvement. Along with SMU student researchers, Eiselt has spent
the last three summers in Ranchos de Taos volunteering in the
community, establishing relationships and
friendships, and listening to people talk about
their heritage.
“The archaeology of childhood is key to
understanding the history of Taos,” Eiselt
says. “We are investigating a broadly held
sentiment that the Anglo education system
has discriminated against Spanish-speaking
children while eroding traditional religious
and family values.”
Over the past two summers Eiselt’s team
has excavated from the Rancho de Taos plaza
hundreds of children’s items from the
mid 1800s to the present, including handmade
clay toys, jacks and marbles, tea sets and
action figures.
“The nature and distribution of children’s
artifacts is a measurement of Taos children’s incorporation into American culture,”
Eiselt says.
“We’ve shown our commitment to the
community so they understand we’re not
there to exploit the children,” she says. “More
and more archaeologists are having to work
in communities, not just in remote places,
with the descendants of the people we are
studying. It’s much more dynamic. The secret
to this kind of
archaeology is
you don’t try to
control it. You have
to step back and let
it unfold.”

S
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D I S C O V E R I N G H O W B R E AT H I N G H A B I T S
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wo Dedman College professors have developed

Patients who “overbreathe” on a sustained basis

a four-week program that teaches asthmatics to

risk chronic carbon dioxide deficiencies that make

better control their condition by changing the way

them more vulnerable to future attacks. Rescue med-

they breathe.
More than 22 million Americans suffer from
asthma, according to the American Lung Association.
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
classified the disease as an epidemic in 2000.

ications that relieve asthma symptoms do nothing to
correct breathing difficulties associated with hyperventilation.
Thomas Ritz, associate professor of psychology,
and Alicia Meuret, assistant professor of psychology,

During an attack, sufferers tend to hyperventilate,

use biofeedback-based Capnometry-Assisted Respi-

breathing deeply and fast against constricted airways

ratory Training (CART) to teach asthma patients to

and an overwhelming feeling of oxygen deprivation.

reverse chronic overbreathing. A hand-held device

This makes the problem worse by lowering the body’s

called a capnometer measures the amount of carbon

carbon dioxide levels, which restricts blood flow to

dioxide exhaled. Using this device, patients learn

the brain and can further irritate hypersensitive

how to breathe more slowly, shallowly and regularly.

bronchial passages.

Their research is supported by a four-year, $1.4
million grant from the National Institutes of Health.
“This kind of respiratory therapy can limit both the
severity and frequency of asthma attacks,” Ritz says.
“That means fewer doctor visits and less frequent use
of rescue medications, with the associated savings of
both time and money.”
And for those who count any year without a trip to
the emergency room as a year with a good treatment
outcome, that means a higher quality of life, says
Meuret, who lives with asthma herself.
“The training gives patients new ways to deal with
acute symptoms, and that helps them to feel more in
control,” she says.
Asthma patients learn to reverse chronic overbreathing with the help of a capnometer. New research by
psychology professors Alicia Meuret (left) and
Thomas Ritz has found that patients who overbreathe
are more vulnerable to future asthma attacks.

School renewal for West Dallas
MU is partnering with the Dallas Faith Communities Coalition and the West Dallas Education Task Force to explore the area’s needs for high-quality schools. About 63 percent of
West Dallas residents lack a high school diploma, and one in three families lives below
the poverty line.
All seven SMU schools are participating in the task force, exploring areas such as business
training for educational leaders; mentoring; math, science and engineering enrichment; and
raising awareness of college opportunities among young students and their parents. Serving on
the task force is Bruce Levy, director of Dedman College’s Center for Academic-Community
Engagement (ACE) and the ACE House in East Dallas.
“There’s a lot of excitement about SMU’s renewed vision of connecting with the community
in positive ways,” Levy says. “We have the social and intellectual capital to do a lot for both
the community and our students. Through these kinds of efforts, SMU can become a major
player in reshaping American undergraduate education.”

S

Reconciling history’s human rights abuses
herry Smith, University Distinguished Professor of History, is preparing to address more
than 900 members of the Western History Association who will gather this October in
Denver for their annual conference. Smith, the 2009 president of the association, says it’s
“probably the toughest audience” she’ll ever have, so she chose an interesting but somewhat
provocative topic: “Reconciliation and Restitution in the American West.”
An emerging global trend, some governments worldwide have begun efforts to apologize,
reconcile and make restitution for their past human rights abuses. Smith will address the role
historians have played in several
restitution cases that came out of the
American West in recent years.
“The United States is in the beginning stages of this movement but
historians have been critical to the
process as they collect victims’ testimony and verify abuses through
documentation,” Smith says. “To the
extent reconciliation includes chronicling and teaching the sometimes
troubled past, historians are central
to that as well.” Her address will
be published in the winter issue of
the association journal, The Western
Historical Quarterly.

S

Sherry Smith, University Distinguished Professor of History

CLEMENTS CENTER
SCHOLAR RECEIVES
BANCROFT PRIZE

P

ekka Hämäläinen was awarded the
2009 Bancroft Prize, a historian’s equiv-

alent of the Pulitzer Prize, for The Comanche
Empire (Yale University Press, 2009), his
book about the nation-changing power of
the Comanche Indians, written while he
was a fellow at Dedman College’s William
P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies.
“Annually the Clements Center selects
four postdoctoral research fellows in an
international competition,” says David
Weber, Clements Professor of History and
director of the Clements Center. “The center
gives them generous stipends, guidance and
invaluable time – an academic year – to turn
very good ideas into significant books that
make scholars everywhere think differently
about our region.”
As a yearlong residential Clements
Center fellow in 2002-03 Hämäläinen completed his manuscript, then participated in a
unique aspect of the Clements fellowship.
SMU professors and other national scholars
reviewed his work, then gathered with
Hamalainen at SMU for an intensive manuscript workshop.
“For a new Ph.D., it was an astounding

D I S T I N G U I S H E D G R A D U AT E A W A R D

T

experience to have several leading figures

he Dedman College Executive Board and Faculty Council invite nominations for the Dedman College Distin-

in the field spend a day with me discussing,

guished Graduate Award.

dissecting and debating my work,” says

The winner of the award must be a graduate of Dedman College who is not currently employed by SMU. For alumni

Hämäläinen, now associate professor of

who graduated prior to 1980, graduates of any of the departments or disciplines included in Dedman College are

history at the University of California at

acceptable. The awardee should be a person of exemplary character whose life demonstrates integrity and out-

Santa Barbara.

standing accomplishments.
Nominations must be received no later than December 1, 2009.

Nominee ______________________________________________________________________________________

Major _____________________________________________________

Graduation year ____________________

Your name _____________________________________________________________________________________
Return this form or your letter to:
Dedman College Distinguished Graduate Award
PO Box 750235
Dallas, TX 75275-0235
Fax: 214-768-4129
Direct inquires to dedmandean@smu.edu or Cindy Havens at 214-768-3212.
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Fall Calendar
FALL

Godbey Lecture Series

NOV. 4

Raggio Lecture

Lifetime learning

Rewriting health care for women

Join a lunchtime lecture and discussion on topics
ranging from notable women to U.S.-Mexico border
issues to the first humans in North America at
Dedman College’s Godbey Lecture Series. Fall tours
include a 10-day Lindbald/National Geographic tour
of the Galápagos Islands led by SMU paleontologist
Lou Jacobs and a day tour to the Pearce Museum in
Corsicana, Texas, home to the largest collection of
Civil War documents west of the Mississippi River.
History professor and Civil War expert Glenn Linden
will lead the day tour.

As U.S. surgeon general from 1993 to 1994, Joycelyn
Elders, the first African-American and second
woman to hold the post, initiated programs to
combat youth smoking and teen pregnancy. She
continues to serve as an advocate for prenatal care,
women’s health and healthcare reform. Dr. Elders
will present the annual Louise B. Raggio Endowed
Lecture in Women’s Studies on November 4.

Godbey Lecture Series, 11 a.m. lecture,
12 lunch, Maggiano’s NorthPark Center,
smu.edu/godbey/lectures

Louise B. Raggio Endowed Lecture in
Women’s Studies, 7 p.m., November 4:
Hughes-Trigg Theater; smu.edu/raggio
FALL

Human Rights Education

Holocaust Legacies
The Human Rights Education Program is presenting
a 12-lecture series “Holocaust Legacies: Shoah as
Turning Point,” which explores topics ranging from
human research subjects, to ethical dilemmas of war
crime trials to recovery of Nazi-looted art. Lecturers
include SMU professors and experts from universities nationwide.

Photo courtesy of Larry T. Jones Texas Photography Collection,
DeGolyer Library

Holocaust Legacies: Shoah as Turning Point,
weekly lectures through November 23;
smu.edu/humanrights

Jane Allman Wetzel ’52 (top),
national and community volunteer,
received the Dedman College Distinguished
Graduate Award at the 2009 Dedman College award presentation. Rachel Gambulos
’09 (above with Caroline Brettell) was
named Robert and Nancy Dedman Outstanding Senior Student. Cal Jillson,
professor of political science and Dedman
College associate dean, was named
Dedman Family Distinguished Professor.

